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Page 2:  [S1]  

Blank ballot is most often used as the item to be delivered to electors for voting, therefore the original definition here is 

dangerous. no brainer 1

Page 2:  [S2]  "Contest" is a very often used word in the rules, and the word race is not elsewhere defined in rules. no brainer 3

Page 3:  [S3]  Damaged ballot can include a poorly printed ballot that cannot be read correctly by machine. no brainer 3

Page 3:  [S4]  

Any form of designation must be signified in writing on a single easily identifiable document accessible to the public. See my 

general comments. This particular designation is especially dangerous and ought to require a public process of some kind with 

ov quality 2

Page 3:  [S5]  

I am concerned about the effect of this definition, depending on the uses of it in the rest of the rules. For example, only 

“scanners” and “DRE” will be audited under this definition. 1

Page 3:  [S6]  

To achieve anonymity is a very important reason for duplication and the policy of marking original and duplicate with the same 

number is problematic in that particular case. quality 1

Page 3:  [S7]  

Note that there are election complaints filed with the canvass board and county clerk. These should not be confused  or 

forgotten by this definition. official v. citizen 2

Page 4:  [S8]  

This definition contrasts with the definition in CRS that includes the canvassboard. Also the bulk removal of the phrase “election 

judge” or “judges”from the rules and replacement by “election officials” is very troubling and signifies a further distancin official v. citizen 1

Page 4:  [S9]  

This definition  of “electronic ballot” is not needed and may otherwise be counterproductive. It was very poorly worded in any 

case. clarity 1

Page 4:  [S10]  This definition is not needed and would only be confusing if left in the rules. clarity 1

Page 5:  [S11]  

This caveat is needed to allow watching at locations where voter privacy is not at issue, and is consistent with the definition in 

CRS. Six feet is too far for watching at mail ballot processing, ballot duplication and verification of zero counts on DRE e quality 1

Page 6:  [S12]  

Polling location is used often without definition and clearly shown to be different from just VSPC. I know it must include more 

than just VSPC. I’m not sure of other locations that should be included for example the location where ballots returned in sign quality 2

Page 7:  [S13]  

There are many references to “the election” as a date as if everything happened on one day. This is no longer the case and 

while “election day” is still a useful phrase, it is losing its meaning since the passage of 1303. no brainer 2

Page 7:  [S14]  

Ideally the definition of undervote also allows for counting the total number of “votes” so that the contest can be balanced to the 

number of ballots counted. quality 3

Page 7:  [S15]  

It is helpful to recognize that as well as documentation, the procedures for use of equipment are part of the voting system and 

belong in the definition. quality 3

Page 7:  [S16]  

It must be obvious to everyone that Everyone Counts is part of the voting system as a means to deliver and mark and collect 

ballots from UOCAVA voters. Likewise ballot on demand must be considered part of the voting system. 1

Page 8:  [S17]  To include ballot marking devices clarity 1

Page 8:  [S18]  This will include automatic signature comparison and envelope sorting equipment (included  in the definition in the UVS RFP). clarity 1

Page 8:  [S19]  

This paragraph acts to eliminate provisions for security (e.g. 21.1.17), documentation requirements, and other important 

safeguards that would otherwise apply to the above components of the voting system. Therefore it should be deleted. quality 1

Page 9:  [S20]  

Because the court determined that a write in without proper marking of the target area is a lawful vote, I would leave out the 

caveat about “properly marks…” follow the law 1

Page 9:  [S21]  

To define the “zero tape”at all is a mistake. It MUST be a standard election totals report that reads zero only if everything is 

correct. This original definition presumes the zeroes on the report. Please. quality 3



Page 16:  [S22]  The phrase “residential address” is used only twice within these rules changes where permanent address is the best term. no brainer 2

Page 19:  [S23]  

A concern here is that election judges are not included and there is no bipartisan check and balance built in to this process. 

Furthermore, citizen oversight of this process is unclear.  official v. citizen 3

Page 19:  [S24]  

Is “residential address” the same as the legal residence? The phrase is used only twice in this document for no apparent 

reason. Permanent residence is the phrase that us normally used. clarity 3

Page 36:  [S25]  Ballot return largely involves handling envelopes, and only eventually ballots without the envelopes. no brainer 1

Page 37:  [S26]  

Taken literally this would have required a single official to separate the ballots from the envelopes each day upon arrival, but 

this separation should be done very carefully with bipartisan election judges in attendance, not by a single “official”. official v. citizen 1

Page 37:  [S27]  A log of these undeliverable ballot packets that return to sender should be made for each return, presumably maximum daily. quality 1

Page 37:  [S28]  The ballots are probably contained within envelopes while this storage is taking place. clarity 2

Page 37:  [S29]  

This is a mysterious paragraph. The election isn’t held on a “day.”  The “day” isn’t correctly described in 1-7-116(1). The DEO 

“may” mail the notice but only if at the “least cost”. This paragraph is overburdened with uncertainty. I do not know how to co clarity 1

Page 37:  [S30]  This paragraph is vague, but can be easily corrected with a specification for distance. clarity 2

Page 39:  [S31]  

There is no reason for the provisional ballot to be specially printed. It is the envelope that must be specially marked by the 

provisional voter and an adequate supply  provided. quality 1

Page 40:  [S32]  Not only election day, but every day prior to election day (starting when?) no brainer 1

Page 40:  [S33]  The deleted phrase duplicates the following paragraph. no brainer 3

Page 40:  [S34]  Not just election day. no brainer 1

Page 42:  [S35]  No requirement to vote. no brainer 1

Page 43:  [S36]  Ballot packet is the more correct description. no brainer 1

Page 43:  [S38]  Election day instead of “the election” no brainer 2

Page 43:  [S39]  Ballot packet is the more correct description. no brainer 2

Page 43:  [S40]  

Because of non synchronized registration requirements, this will be difficult and the timing of this certification problematic (and 

the timing remains unspecified). clarity 3

Page 44:  [S41]  It the absentee ballot still here? Or is everyone who uses a PO box for all USPS actually using this provision? question 3

Page 44:  [S42]  

Best to check if “address of record” is meaningful. According to CRS 1-2-204, address of record is different from the mailing 

address, and hence is probably the permanent residence. So I  included mailing address as an alternate to the absentee voting 

add clarity 1

Page 44:  [S43]  Does this require a submission of a form to end the use of a temporary absentee address? question 3

Page 46:  [S44]  

See rules for resolution/duplication e.g. 18.3.2. The process of duplication requires  the resolution function as well, therefore  

the resolution board. quality 1

Page 46:  [S45]  Envelopes come in, not ballots no brainer 1

Page 47:  [S46]  Envelopes not ballots. no brainer 1

Page 47:  [S47]  UOCAVA originated ballots have a different deadline. no brainer 1

Page 47:  [S48]  Bipartisan teams are a security requirement to maintain chain of custody. no brainer 1

Page 48:  [S49]  

The original proposal is the wrong way to solve the problem-leaving the ballots in identifiable batches but attempting to conceal 

the batch identity before it becomes publicly accessible. The correct wayis to render ballots anonymous to everyone including quality 1

Page 49:  [S50]  

The replacement of “election judges with election officials is an extremely troubling change that ought to be loudly objected to 

including by the same election officials mentioned.  Judges are named that for a reason. They are intended to represent a publ official v. citizen 1



Page 49:  [S51]  

Obviously my previous comments apply to many replacements of judges by officials-as well as the lack of specificity about 

balanced partisanship. official v. citizen 1

Page 50:  [S52]  

I lost control of the format here and had to reproduce the original . the uncounted ballots should go to storage after the 

certification, any recount or investigation. no brainer 3

Page 52:  [S53]  

Note this device may not be controlled by the security measures that apply to vote tabulation equipment-but it should be. No 

network access during an election. quality 1

Page 53:  [S54]  This is to qualify what “verify” means and to clarify the verbal interaction with the elector and the lookup in SCORE. clarity 1

Page 53:  [S55]  

Note that ballots are not marked by election officials, and ballots do not belong to voters. My proposed text is far more accurate 

and necessary to avoid seeing electors attempt to vote out of county. Also “in-person ballot” is not defined. It should not clarity 1

Page 53:  [S56]  

Once the provisional ballots are removed from the envelopes, they must become anonymous and shortly thereafter counted. If 

this rule is intended to keep the already counted ballots that were once provisional separated because of extended voting…. clarity 1

Page 54:  [S57]  I think readers of this paragraph deserve to know why this is a problem. clarity 3

Page 55:  [S58]  Watchers affirm not certify. Party officials certify watchers, not election officials. clarity 1

Page 55:  [S59]  

Here we see that election judges and election official has a separate meaning, contradicting the attempt to combine many roles 

into “election official”. official v. citizen 1

Page 55:  [S60]  

“Act” was the correct verb  and formerly in the rule. Watchers have a larger role than simply “observing” –namely correcting 

discrepancies etc. follow the law 1

Page 56:  [S61]  Watchers deserve to be able to refer to at least paper documents brought with them to the polls. official v. citizen 1

Page 56:  [S62]  Watchers may observe other watchers, etc. clarity 1

Page 57:  [S63]  

This is one of many reasons why the definition of polling location is important. If polling location refers to places that voters cast 

ballots (VSPC plus drop off locations plus instances where teams pick up voted ballots) then this paragraph  must separa clarity 1

Page 57:  [S64]  

One obstacle to watching is complex and unstated rules for identifying locations for watching. With precinct counting it was 

simple and the law was written for this-but with 70% to 99% central count, the difficulty of identifying the polling location or c clarity 1

Page 58:  [S65]  Duplicated above clarity 3

Page 58:  [S66]  

This is a key responsibility of watchers that is taken from statute and must appear in these rules.-the opportuntiies to challenge 

ineligible persons and assist in the correction of discrepancies. Both of these show that the watcher role is more than obse follow the law 1

Page 58:  [S67]  

Since this is part of a gag order on watchers, it must be very clear when the gag is lifted if not 7PM on election day, then this is 

the next best. “formally announced” is utterly vague. clarity 1

Page 58:  [S68]  This is to eliminate the need for a paragraph 8.6.4 which is duplicative. no brainer 3

Page 58:  [S69]  Duplicative and therefore overkill. no brainer 3

Page 58:  [S70]  

This severe limitation on interaction with election officials is obstructive of the watcher role, and it is a total gag order if the 

“Supervisor judge” has not designated anyone for this role. This rule had excluded election officials, but now election of official v. citizen 1

Page 59:  [S71]  An absolute prevention of use of phone is unreasonable. By permission  makes sense. official v. citizen 2

Page 59:  [S72]  Ditto official v. citizen 2

Page 59:  [S73]  

These three replacement of “or” to “and” are to be sure that both proponents and opponents are allowed to appoint watchers. 

Also the political party and the candidate clarity 3

Page 61:  [S74]  There was no requirement as to the frequency of the availability of this important list. clarity 1

Page 61:  [S75]  

Polling locations unlike precincts do not have numbers, thus they are not so easy to identify. This will add some complexity to 

election watching-therefore the phrase “all polling locations” or “all election  activities” should be available for use. My ex clarity 1



Page 62:  [S76]  Rule 8 included for completeness. clarity 2

Page 62:  [S77]  

The interaction with potential electors is very well prescribed here but fails to require the official to explain the reason why they 

are being offered a provisional ballot-namely they have been deemed ineligible. It is almost insulting  to allow a provis quality 3

Page 62:  [S78]  

If this information is not collected for the provisional ballot resolution at a later time, it will be impossible to track the reason for 

the use of the provisional ballot  for these challenged electors. quality 1

Page 62:  [S79]  

This represents an essential change that applies to each challenge question prototype where a response leads to offering a 

ballot. This seems to be a major oversight in the rules. I will not flag the other locations where this change needs to be made. no brainer 1

Page 62:  [S80]  Without the advice, a false impression of eligibility may be created. quality 3

Page 62:  [S81]  

It is the wording in 1-2-102 that leads to this strange language. The statute is worded from the perspective of election day, but 

the elector may register to vote and vote on any day prior to election day that a polling location is open as well. clarity 1

Page 62:  [S82]  Another replacement of “the election” with “election day”. no brainer 1

Page 62:  [S83]  A further extrapolation of the meaning of residency during the 22 days prior to “the election”. quality 1

Page 63:  [S84]  “election day” instead of “the election” no brainer 1

Page 63:  [S85]  

I think past 22 days is incorrect as this refers to 22 days prior to the date of attempted registration, not 22 days before “the 

election” which is the phrase used in the law:1-2-102(b) The person has resided in this state twenty-twodays immediately prior clarity 1

Page 63:  [S86]  See above. clarity 1

Page 63:  [S87]  See above clarity 1

Page 64:  [S88]  See above clarity 1

Page 64:  [S89]  See above-I have not flagged all the locations where these challenge questions need to change . clarity 1

Page 65:  [S90]  

While reasonable, this odd number of canvass board members is not a statutory requirement. All this does is solve the problem 

of a lack of majority on a canvass board… a requirement for voting that was recently added without considering the 

consequences. follow the law 3

Page 66:  [S91]  

The rules seem to be attempting to overlook this important role of canvass boards, and transfer the responsibility to the SOS. 

Meanwhile the end of precinct polling begs for additional citizen oversight opportunities and responsibilities. follow the law 1

Page 66:  [S92]  

I was involved in writing the statute that requires a report of the audit to be written by the canvass board and published by the 

SOS. It is not only a report of the result of discrepancies and deserves to be included in rule explicitly, if not more expli follow the law 1

Page 66:  [S93]  

Recent rulemaking has sought to delimit the function of the canvass board in conducting a recount. My proposed change forces 

a re-reading of statute instead of reliance upon these functions mentioned here, only part of the statutory role. clarity 1

Page 66:  [S94]  There is no statutory limitation to “observation” at all. Quite the contrary. follow the law 1

Page 66:  [S95]  

This recently approved rule unnecessarily inhibits the access by the canvass board to the ballots-the most essential record of 

theelection for integrity purposes-particularly regarding the 3 major functions of the canvass board in certification, audit and official v. citizen 1

Page 66:  [S96]  

This restriction on the canvass board is not supported by Statute. The members of the canvass board are included in the 

definition of election official in CRS 1-1-104(10) as follows:“(10) "Election official" means any county clerk and recorder, election 

j follow the law 1

Page 66:  [S97]  

Because of Colorado’s election complexity all must be mentioned. Unfortunately “mail ballot” may no longer have meaning and 

may need to be defined. 1303 1

Page 66:  [S98]  Obviously not just on election day. Note this requirement seems to be repeated in 10.4.1 clarity 1

Page 67:  [S99]  

Easy accessibility for canvass board and public would obviously be an electronic format. I hope this rule written this way will 

favor electronic delivery. clarity 3



Page 67:  [S100] The title of this section is incorrect-“election day” is not the day election processing is done any more. clarity 1

Page 67:  [S101] 

When the rule was written this made sense as a precinct polling place report. Now with vote center style voting and the rise of 

coordinated special districts, it is ballot style that must be specified as the defining subset and with elections operating on 1303 1

Page 67:  [S102] Many new and different numbers must be reported from polling locations. I may not have included all of the new items here yet. 1303 1

Page 67:  [S103] 

All these roles should be performed by election judges. This shift to “officials” is highly troubling and will lead to lower integrity 

and oversight of and citizen involvement in the election over time. Already there are reports of elections planned under official v. citizen 1

Page 67:  [S104] ditto official v. citizen 1

Page 67:  [S105] 

This language is sorely out of date and not 1303 compatible any more.  See my comment on the previous page for the missing 

categories that must be reconciled. Please update this paragraph to include the mail ballot packets, and UOCAVA, emergency,  

etc. th 1303 1

Page 67:  [S106] ditto 1303 1

Page 67:  [S107] ditto 1303 1

Page 67:  [S108] ditto 1303 1

Page 67:  [S109] this change is required by the UOCAVA late ballot return deadline. follow the law 1

Page 68:  [S110] 

Canvass should usually take more than one day for obvious reasons (audit, investigations, research, late counted ballots, etc.) 

“Day of Canvass is long obsolete although some counties attempt to require the canvass to be performed in a single day, 

sometim 1303 1

Page 68:  [S111] 

This requires the clerk to perform the function that explains why that role is part of the canvass board… not to control its 

process and outcome but to provide the essential information. Recent rules changes have sought to circumscribe the exact 

information oversight function that they cannot ethically or logically perform because they are overseeing their own work. official v. citizen 1

Page 68:  [S112] 

This makes sure the reports contain sufficient detail for understanding the basic election numbers.  Over and under votes are 

used to balance each contest vote counts with the number of ballots received. quality 1

Page 68:  [S113] These are crucial records of the election needed for canvass board review. quality 1

Page 68:  [S114] By rejection code report is a very good window into the integrity of the election, needed for the decision to certify or not. quality 1

Page 68:  [S115] Ditto quality 1

Page 68:  [S116] 

This is a crucial requirement for election transparency to the citizen board that is intended to get an independent perspective on 

election decisions.  Note this may be provided verbally. Written would be even better. quality 1

Page 68:  [S117] Increasingly, electronic documentation is  taking precedence over written in elections and must be included. quality 1

Page 68:  [S118] 

“regarding official numbers’ is a vague limitation apparently offering the local official total discretion over what information to 

allow the canvass board to see. This is a concept that has no place in our rules. clarity 1

Page 68:  [S119] 

A requirement for the canvass board to meet in a timely manner so that it can accomplish its required roles before certification 

of the abstract of the vote is required. quality 1

Page 68:  [S120] Because of same day election day registration, a time is required. 7PM clarity 1

Page 68:  [S121] Ditto clarity 1

Page 69:  [S122] 

Rejection code reporting was included for provisional ballots, why not mail ballot rejections?  Does “mail ballot” have a 

definition. Look into adding one if not. quality 1

Page 69:  [S123] Because of same day, election day registration the time is needed-7PM clarity 1

Page 69:  [S125R1 Ditto clarity 1

Page 69:  [S126] 

Under and overvotes show important information about the election quality and are used to balance contests with single choice 

options against the number of ballots received and voters casting ballots. quality 2



Page 69:  [S127] 

The canvass board needs a certain amount of independence to operate effectively. When the DEO appoints workers not 

acceptable to the canvass board, this independence can be severely damaged. official v. citizen 2

Page 70:  [S128] There is no criterion for quality of this explanation, but the canvass board can properly be asked to provide it. quality 2

Page 70:  [S129] 

CRS is clear on this collaboration of canvass board and clerk (who is also on the canvass board and therefore a redundant 

inclusion). follow the law 1

Page 71:  [S130] 

This expression of purpose of the recount is key to its proper execution. Without the attention to accuracy and voter intent, the 

recount is purposeless. clarity 1

Page 71:  [S131] 

This is an open invitation for requests for reimbursement for extraneous costs that could become obstacles to a recount. This 

loophole for creation of obstacles need not be opened here. quality 1

Page 72:  [S132] 

Like the rules for canvass, here we see a gradual encroachment of the independent ability of the canvass board to review and 

correct for any errors and weaknesses in the original counting done under control of the election official. Clearly the recount mu official v. citizen 1

Page 72:  [S133] 

Here the rule should extrapolate “conducting” from statute into “conducting” in case of a small county or “managing” in case of a 

large county. Remember the election official is a member of the canvass board. follow the law 1

Page 72:  [S134] 

There is no statutory support for the canvass board being limited to “observing” the recount. That would be substantially 

inconsistent with the statutory responsibility-“conducting”. Have no doubt, what we are seeing here is an asymmetric conflict 

between follow the law 1

Page 72:  [S135] Wrong citation. no brainer 1

Page 72:  [S136] FYI I don’t know how this paragraph makes any sense but it is from statute. question 3

Page 72:  [S137] 

This recount must be independent from the weaknesses and errors if any of the original count The canvass board is the only 

source of that independence other than the SOS. quality 1

Page 72:  [S138] This is a careful statement of purpose that lays out the reasons for the extra care to be taken with the recount. clarity 1

Page 72:  [S139] 

The creation of a new test deck or use of the original LAT deck are bad ideas. It is essential that this LAT use actual election 

ballots, including ones that are problematic in marking, and that the LAT be substantially more accurate and more precise than quality 1

Page 72:  [S140] 

This provision allows for the extra precision of the new LAT by challenging the system with real ballot marks that are known to 

be difficult to capture. quality 1

Page 73:  [S141] Mandatory and requested recount both can use voter marked ballots. quality 1

Page 73:  [S142] As previously explained, it is the real ballots in the election that need to be tested. quality 1

Page 73:  [S143] This may require replacement of “committee” with the correct description. Recounts are not only of races. clarity 1

Page 73:  [S144] 

If the candidates have concerns over the machine capability they may test those concerns with these 25 ballots. This is good. 

Regardless of mandatory or requested recount. quality 1

Page 73:  [S145] 

It is a very bad idea to use the pre-election LAT deck-this causes the recount to be dependent on the accuracy of the original 

test that may have allowed the original count to be in error. quality 1

Page 73:  [S146] Sworn?  Election judges are the appropriate actors… not “staff’ whatever that means. quality 2

Page 73:  [S147] 

This is not a function that should be left to staff. Resolution of voter intent is needed here, so an appropriately bipartisan and 

overseen process should be used. I don’t know the meaning of “sworn judges”. official v. citizen 1

Page 73:  [S148] “contest” is the defined term. clarity 2

Page 73:  [S150R1

This new proposal will add to the precision of the LAT with very little extra need for time. The hand count of the test ballots is 

simply multiplied by two. If there is lack of reliability in vote mark capture, this improvement on the test may find it. quality 3

Page 73:  [S151] 

Why only 1%? 5% is the generally accepted statutory number for the audit, and this recount needs even more accuracy than 

the audit. quality 2

Page 73:  [S153] 

Using dice is a way to have publicly verifiable randomness. This is a role for the canvass board in conducting the recount, not 

the election official. quality 1

Page 73:  [S154] See above comment on “sworn” and “staff”. clarity 2



Page 73:  [S155] “verify” presumes accuracy. “compare” does not and is the more correct term. clarity 1

Page 73:  [S156] “contest” is a simpler defined term if my proposal to define contest is accepted. clarity 2

Page 74:  [S157] 

It is unclear why a new election database is not being created for a precinct counted election. Otherwise, the county is 

dependent on any remaining stock of unused memory cards. In any case this rule about the blank memory cards makes little 

sense. And th quality 2

Page 74:  [S158] Existing records of the election must be kept as required and not destroyed by the recount process. quality 1

Page 74:  [S159] No need for this word “precinct”. no brainer 1

Page 74:  [S160] 

I see no reason to leave this vague and up to the county officials or canvass boards. Oversight will be much easier if all ballots 

are recounted in the same place with the same methods. quality 2

Page 75:  [S161] 

How did this important path in the recount process get left out? Of course a hand count is essential if the machine cannot 

accurately capture the votes on the actual ballots voted in the election. quality 1

Page 75:  [S162] “Final” is not defined. Certified is. clarity 2

Page 75:  [S163] 

“Location” is meaningless here. Device and precinct reports are important to judge tabulation quality, as of course are over and 

under votes. clarity 1

Page 76:  [S164] Precinct reports allow comparison of similar demographies and batch reports are used for auditing. quality 1

Page 76:  [S165] 

For  the same reason we do an audit of the original counts, the audit of the recount is necessary to make sure that it is 

sufficiently accurate. A risk limiting audit will be particularly suited to a recount when ballots are all counted centrally. quality 2

Page 76:  [S166] 

This designation is important and requires a deadline so that oversight can be performed by the public. The record of 

designation must become a public record and of course preferably published. quality 3

Page 77:  [S167] It might not only be county. clarity 3

Page 78:  [S168] 

This inventory needs to be made more broad to include ballot marking devices and signature checking equipment, ballot on 

demand, UOCAVA assistive systems and vote reporting systems, etc. quality 3

Page 80:  [S169] One from each party is not enough in most cases due to the hardship of testing DRE. quality 3

Page 80:  [S170] 

Test board members need not be members of the party that appoints them nor registered in the county. They probably should 

be party members if the election official appoints them. follow the law 3

Page 80:  [S171] No reason for this at all… just obstructive to the freedom of a party to appoint the best test representatives. follow the law 3

Page 80:  [S172] As explained in the previous comment follow the law 3

Page 80:  [S173] There may be a statutory requirement for this advance public notice. follow the law 3

Page 80:  [S174] 

Advance public notice of the testing is necessary. This should be made compatible with any statutory requirement (I have not 

looked it up). question 3

Page 80:  [S175] These test ballots must not be printed as “test” ballots or the test is rendered ineffective. quality 3

Page 80:  [S176] Under the corrected definition, blank is the correct term. clarity 3

Page 80:  [S177] This specifies enough to make the test ballots meaningful for the election quality and not simply a test of special  test ballots. clarity 3

Page 80:  [S178] No ownership. clarity 3

Page 80:  [S179] This caveat allows for a meaningful test, not just perfectly voted test ballots. quality 3

Page 80:  [S180] 

The test must not be limited in scope arbitrarily. If test board members choose to increase the accuracy of the test they should 

be allowed to do so. quality 3

Page 81:  [S181] “Race” is not defined and not appropriate here. clarity 3

Page 81:  [S182] Future tense needed. no brainer 3

Page 81:  [S183] “Type of ballot” is not clear. “voting method “ may also not be clear but is closer. Voting device is clear. clarity 3

Page 81:  [S184] 

“audio presentation of the ballot” gets away from attempting to define audio as “the” ballot-this is getting dangerously close to 

that. clarity 3

Page 81:  [S185] With central count, vote tabulation is too late for this deadline. Perhaps a date linked to election day would be better. quality 3

Page 82:  [S186] If one scanner per any location, each is tested. quality 3



Page 82:  [S187] This makes sure a central count scanner is tested-even if it is not called a central count scanner. quality 3

Page 82:  [S188] Specificity for what “randomly” means. clarity 3

Page 83:  [S189] “verify” presumes accuracy, “determine if” is more appropriate. clarity 3

Page 83:  [S190] “at least” to prevent enforcement of a limitation if the test board wishes to achieve more accuracy. quality 3

Page 83:  [S191] 

You can’t vote a “ballot” on a DRE. You can vote a pattern. To make the test reliable, video of the test votes must be recorded 

and played back to resolve discrepancies in the vote counts. If we were serious about DRE we would require the video tape. clarity 3

Page 83:  [S192] If DRE are used at any location, one per each location is to be tested. quality 3

Page 83:  [S193] Specifies what “randomly” means. clarity 3

Page 83:  [S194] These changes better specify the testing of two HAVA compliant devices using audio. clarity 3

Page 83:  [S195] Vote patterns is correct in place of ballot. clarity 3

Page 83:  [S196] As commented above clarity 3

Page 83:  [S197] Ditto clarity 3

Page 83:  [S198] To be clear, hand counted (and one hopes not by barcode.) clarity 3

Page 84:  [S199] 

No need for a seal for each test board member… Should we have a seal for each election judge in a polling place? Remember 

that these machines are left overnight just as the test data is. quality 3

Page 84:  [S200] 

Because it specifically says may not open, we must have a caveat for CORA request. Election officials may also wish to see 

test records. They can use a CORA request. Why are test records subject to such security, more than for ballots? clarity 3

Page 84:  [S201] To clarify the language. clarity 3

Page 84:  [S202] 

This clarifies the actual meaning of the LAT result. One hopes that this citizen LAT testing will be done also on ballot on 

demand and UOCAVA ballot processing and other equipment that is critical to election tabulation. clarity 3

Page 84:  [S203] No need to limit it to “voting device” whatever that means. clarity 3

Page 84:  [S204] 

The LAT is designed to assess the functionality of the election setup records (ballot programming) rather than the individual 

accuracy of the device. If the latter were true, more ballots would be tested. clarity 3

Page 85:  [S205] To be accurate. clarity 1

Page 85:  [S206] Not just races clarity 1

Page 85:  [S207] Citation. no brainer 1

Page 85:  [S208] Make sure to include all voting methods in the audit-in-person (DRE and flat ballot) and also by mail ballot packet. follow the law 1

Page 85:  [S209] 

A definition like this is needed to make sure the intent of 1-7-514 is met-that all ballot processing types are audited. It says 

device type and usually central count and in person voting is done by a different device type. These new rules seek to elimina clarity 1

Page 85:  [S210] Ditto clarity 1

Page 85:  [S211] 

This paragraph ought not prevent auditing of mail ballot processing nor should it require every VSPC to have a scanner in order 

for any of those scanners to be audited. With my proposed text in the previous paragraph, this paragraph is duplicative and can quality 1

Page 85:  [S212] At minimum audit one scanner used in VSPC quality 1

Page 85:  [S213] 

CRS calls for the canvass board to receive and investigate the complaint. Here the SOS appears to be  attempting to take over 

the role. official v. citizen 1

Page 85:  [S214] 

4 edits here:  two contest minimum is not necessary, sufficient is correct; races not defined and not appropriate; its is an audit 

rather than a “verification”; contest is the simpler description and race is not defined. clarity 1

Page 85:  [S215] 

Reinstate this paragraph… it does describe an audit of election night results. Since the DEO has control over how many ballots 

are scanned on each device in each polling location, they can arrange for each to be auditable by limiting the number of ballots follow the law 1



Page 85:  [S216] 

This text separates the three situations-a simple small number of ballots in central count; a clerk who is using the subtally by 

batch method for reporting so auditing of election night totals is possible (e.g. Eagle and Boulder); and third the case where quality 1

Page 86:  [S217] 

The simple case for a small county-only a max of 500 ballots to audit and they represent everything on the selected machine 

from election night. This is similar to the precinct case we are abandoning. quality 1

Page 86:  [S218] 

Second case-like eagle or Boulder, batches are being used with separate memory cards and tallies taken from each on election 

night. In this case 3% of the ballots tabulated on the selected machine are tabulated (a bonus for using the better method). quality 1

Page 86:  [S219] 

The third case-more than 500 ballots on a device used to count mail ballots and the official chooses notto get election night 

batch subtallies. In this case 5% of the ballots tallied on the selected device (probably itself only a small percentage of the e quality 1

Page 86:  [S220] 

There has never been a statutory basis for this cap and it severely negatively affects the quality of the audit for every large 

county.  In fact the statute directly contradicts the cap by requiring a fixed percentage of ballots to be audited. This method follow the law 1

Page 86:  [S221] 

Broadening the control away from the DEO over the audit but probably not enough. It ought to be the canvass board managing 

this audit to provide necessary independence. official v. citizen 1

Page 86:  [S222] Manual counting and comparison required-not just “verify”. clarity 1

Page 86:  [S223] 

Specific reference to the election audit report that is required by statute of all county canvass boards and was performed by 

them for one or two elections after the language was added to law. I worked with John Hershey on this language. follow the law 1

Page 86:  [S224] Comparing the vote totals is a better description. clarity 1

Page 86:  [S225] Terminology problem here. This terminology deserves a definition and application to each vendors vocabulary. clarity 1

Page 86:  [S226] Unnecessary word “along” clarity 1

Page 87:  [S227] 

Broadened the actor from DEO to officials for conducting the audit. Ideally it would be the canvass board-the entity with some 

independence. quality 1

Page 87:  [S228] A more precise description. clarity 1

Page 87:  [S229] This makes the comparison clear, as with the previous similar language. clarity 1

Page 87:  [S230] 

This is only ok if it means the election official is not in charge of the audit. However, other references suggest that clerk control 

was the intention. Worse it appears that the reference to the clerk is to make sure the clerk can do more than just “obse official v. citizen 1

Page 87:  [S231] 

This is the standard against which the machine is to be compared for the audit. A mark that could not be detected by machine 

creates a discrepancy that the audit is intended to pick up.  Thus a discrepancy is something the audit would accept as normal 

and clarity 1

Page 87:  [S232] More explanation of some ways to find voter intent. clarity 1

Page 87:  [S233] 

This citation is only a brief portion of the statutory description of the canvass board duties, and excludes duties listed in 1-7-514 

for audit which must be included. follow the law 1

Page 87:  [S234] 

I would have expected the rules to be more specific here about detailing the process the canvass board should take in 

response to 1-7-514. I am not going to write up that extrapolation of the statute but it is clearly needed. follow the law 1

Page 88:  [S235] There is no definition of this term “cast’. Confidentiality is not called for and will in fact hide failures to protect anonymity. clarity 1

Page 88:  [S236] If the SOS recommended method of recount in place of audit is used, this will tell us what percentage of ballots were sampled. quality 1

Page 88:  [S237] “vote tally” is more technically correct. Count of contests could be taken to mean what it says ie. one or two, etc clarity 1

Page 88:  [S238] “races” is not defined and incorrect. no brainer 1

Page 88:  [S239] Inclusion of under and over makes the audit much more effective. quality 2

Page 88:  [S240] Under and over allow for full balancing of the audited ballots. quality 2



Page 88:  [S241] Contests is correct instead of races. Races is not defined and incorrect. no brainer 1

Page 88:  [S242] Ditto the previous three comments. quality 1

Page 88:  [S243] It makes sense for the rules not to ignore this part of statute. quality 1

Page 88:  [S244] Presumably redundant when DEO is on canvass board as required. clarity 2

Page 90:  [S245] To be reasonably specific. clarity 3

Page 90:  [S246] 

7 days before election day is way too late for this escrow. Vote tabulation might begin 15 days before election day (and that is a 

dangerous mistake for integrity). quality 3

Page 90:  [S247] 

Surely this didn’t mean 7 days before election day.Is the intention so the SOS can check the election setup records? If so it 

must happen before the results of counting are irrevocable. quality 3

Page 91:  [S248] 

This is far too all encompassing and harmful to public access and should be deleted. At most it can say that intellectual property 

included in any escrow that is legally privately owned and properly protected shall be kept confidential. quality 1

Page 93:  [S249] I doubt this makes sense at this point, although I think it is consistent with current statute.  question 3

Page 94:  [S250] 

I inserted a version of the original definition of electronic voting device, but added the word “captured”. I am not sure what the 

original intention of the definition is, or what the intended scope of this paragraph is. Is it to include optical scanners? clarity 2

Page 96:  [S251] Either use my definition of “the election” or change this to “election day” or something more appropriate. no brainer 2

Page 96:  [S252] Somewhere “election night” should be defined. clarity 2

Page 102:  [S253] Contrary to other testimony I believe this is reasonable if the training Is created in English and Spanish quality 3

Page 102:  [S254] Spanish training required as an option to the circulator. quality 3

Page 119:  [S255] This issue is not pertaining only to UOCAVA and therefore may need to be placed also elsewhere in the rules. clarity 3

Page 119:  [S256]

This seems unworkable. By the time the SOS knows about a late arriving ballot, the county may have finished tabulation of all 

but fewer than ten, so the county must hold back ten voted ballots for every ballot style in order to serve this function. quality 1

Page 119:  [S257] This time period should be specified clarity 2

Page 119:  [S258] “election day” not election. no brainer 1

Page 119:  [S259] Here is an open  door for non-uniformity… shouldn’t it be closed? quality 2

Page 119:  [S260] To allow a few hours to make the list and send it. quality 2

Page 120:  [S261]

This has the unfortunate property of making these electors special-unreachable by campaigns. A solution for this should be 

found. question 3

Page 122:  [S262]

Here for the first time we see the word employee instead of election judge or election official. Perhaps this should be changed. 

What oversight is provided over this part of the election? official v. citizen 1

Page 122:  [S263]

Here is the county clerk verifying the signature. This process should be examined as it relates to the handling of all other 

signature checks and made as similar as possible as well as considering voter privacy. This signature check must be subject to 

ove quality 2

Page 122:  [S264]

How is electronic ballot delivery system defined and tested and documented and overseen in operation. This is a system that 

escapes the other checks and balances provided in these rules. This is of great concern. question 1

Page 122:  [S265]

Crs 1-8.3-113 expectes the SOS rules to spell out these limitations but as we can see it does not do so. This is very 

disappointing. There are two areas of major concern, one is the statement about using electronic methods only when another 

more secure me follow the law 1

Page 123:  [S266] This protects the anonymity of the ballot contained within the affidavit. quality 1

Page 123:  [S267] It Is the affidavit that is unique to the provisional voter, not the ballot. clarity 1

Page 123:  [S268]

This is the way to solve anonymity of the provisional ballot-once it is to be counted the privacy violating “provisional” mark is 

removed with the stub. quality 3

Page 123:  [S269] See above comment. quality 3



Page 123:  [S270]

I am unclear if “mail” and “in-person” ballots have definitions that clearly separate them or include them with UOCAVA and 

emergency ballots. Are provisional ballots not “in-person” ballots too? question 3

Page 123:  [S271] See the following comment. question 2

Page 124:  [S272]

This is a bizarre limitation and creates a huge dependence on the presumed accuracy of SCORE that is in no way justified. It 

also insults the citizen whose eligibility is being questioned, who apparently has the burden of providing all the necessary infor quality 2

Page 124:  [S273]

One of the easiest mistakes to make in provisional processing is to fail to find an eligible voter in SCORE by failing to look hard 

enough. Rules must state exactly what the minimum level of effort and number of independent attempts must be made by 

separa quality 2

Page 124:  [S274] What does “cast” mean to a provisional elector?  Have they not “cast” the ballot when signing the provisional affidavit? clarity 2

Page 124:  [S275] Will the rule above prevent the use of state records of signature or local signature cards to determine the signature match? question 2

Page 124:  [S276] In answer to my above question, here we see that the provisional elector has “cast” the ballot by using an affidavit. clarity 3

Page 125:  [S277] Making this a county clerk role is another example of centralized non-citizen control of the election. official v. citizen 3

Page 126:  [S278]

This looks highly problematic. If it is one of many districts on the ballot that the voter resides outside of, that is not grounds for 

not counting the ballot at least for all districts that do include the permanent residence address. It is arguable that follow the law 1

Page 126:  [S279] This apparently needs to be mentioned here. clarity 2

Page 126:  [S280] The recount rule should be mentioned clarity 2

Page 126:  [S281] This is essential to protect voter privacy via ballot anonymity. quality 3

Page 127:  [S282]

Provisional ballots may be used at any time VSPC polling is underway, and electors deserve a chance to test their access 

before they attempt to vote. quality 2

Page 127:  [S283]

To adhere to this rule, stubs must be on all pages of the ballot and the stub numbers must be checked on  removal of the 

secrecy sleeve from the envelope. This is however a best practice and should be enshrined in the SOS election rules.  But it 

isn’t. Pl question 3

Page 128:  [S284] No, there are multiple days on which ballots are counted starting from 15 days before election day and running until certification. no brainer 1

Page 128:  [S285] “race or ballot measure” could be replaced by contest as I have defined it. clarity 2

Page 128:  [S286] Ditto clarity 2

Page 128:  [S287] Are “blank ballots” to be separately accounted for and reported? Apparently so. question 3

Page 128:  [S288] Its not the ballot that is overvoted but one or  more contests. clarity 2

Page 128:  [S289] This “central counting center is undefined and therefore dangerous to deliver to. clarity 2

Page 128:  [S290]

Secure container is not enough. This has little to do with voter intent except that the voting system may not have any other 

record of this voter intent as a back up-therefore security is extra important. clarity 1

Page 128:  [S291]

Some ballots might be inserted into the scanner even as damaged, but that must not be the case with the non-anonymous 

ballots. Also ballots containing indications of voter intent that cannot by design be captured by the voting system must be 

duplicated. quality 1

Page 129:  [S292] These ballots are not to be sorted by the equipment until after duplication. clarity 1

Page 129:  [S293] Only two is too restrictive especially if there are three major parties. quality 1

Page 129:  [S294] “be” is a bit overly restrictive. clarity 3

Page 129:  [S295]

If witnesses are distinct from “watchers” then more rules must be promulgated for them. I would use the phrase “watchers” and 

get the advantage of all the watcher rules and statutes. Otherwise there is no way for witnesses to be selected. clarity 1

Page 129:  [S296]

Somehow we have to separate the ballots for in-person voting with the ballots in central count, without having clear definitional 

distinction. clarity 3



Page 129:  [S297]

Updated to new terminology and recognizing that there is no precinct judge or precinct location, still the reconciliation can be 

done for the source of the ballots being tabulated and resolved. 1303 1

Page 130:  [S298]

This was the reason for the original definition of blank ballot-but this is a much clearer way to handle this so that we don’t see 

already voted ballots given to voters. Blank ballots are the ones to be given to voters. clarity 1

Page 130:  [S299] There is no reason to suggest post voter marking here. clarity 3

Page 130:  [S300]

“Assigned write-in board” is another unregulated phrase.. with no accountability or means for appointment. Resolution board 

makes sense here. clarity 1

Page 130:  [S301]

Putting the tense correctly here avoids an implication that post voter marking is ok. Voter intent is the most important criterion, 

not the ability of the voting system to capture the voter intent. Note this means that written instructions expressing vote clarity 2

Page 130:  [S302] “Force” is an inappropriate word here. clarity 1

Page 130:  [S303] This is simply a mistake- no brainer 1

Page 130:  [S304]

This spells out what needs to be done to count the write-in votes for which the ovalis not marked-but all candidates deserve the 

same treatment in the contest in case of any errors made in machine detection of votes for any of the candidates. clarity 1

Page 130:  [S305] The placement of a number and phrase “duplicate” on the ballot duplicated to achieve anonymity is counterproductive. quality 1

Page 131:  [S306]

“DUPLICATING TEAM” is not defined or regulated. Resolution board is a correct replacement. Resolution of voter intent is 

required during this function and watcher witnesses are required. clarity 1

Page 131:  [S307] Numbering the duplicate ballot intended to be separated from the original for anonymity reasons would be counterproductive. quality 1

Page 132:  [S308]

This rule violates the principle of primacy of voter intent. Consistency is a property of a machine, not a human voter or 

resolution board. But if this rule must be maintained here is a better way to write it-“Except that if a voter inconsistently follows clarity 1

Page 132:  [S309] Note that this requires marking of the write-in target for the resolution board to see it before a recount. question 3

Page 132:  [S310]

This spells out what needs to be done to count the write-in votes for which the oval is not marked-but all candidates deserve the 

same treatment in the contest in case of any errors made in machine detection of votes for any of the candidates. quality 1

Page 133:  [S311] These rules must also work for municipal, special district and school district designated election offiicals. follow the law 1

Page 137:  [S312] Why was this change made? question 2

Page 137:  [S313] Just protecting the slot is not enough. quality 2

Page 138:  [S314] Just protecting the slot is not enough. quality 2

Page 139:  [S315] Placing seals without a remedy when the seals are broken does not make sense. quality 2

Page 139:  [S316]

Is the word “employee” no longer defined? Is this a security loophole that needs to be closed? What about “emergency 

personnel” and who are they? question 3

Page 140:  [S317] Election management software is not defined. clarity 3

Page 140:  [S318] These locations-computer room and preparation room are not defined. clarity 3

Page 140:  [S319]

Curious that in the security section, instead of “election officials” or “clerk” it is only the “county” that has responsibility for 

security tools such as passwords. I would make this the most carefully specific section, with very specific roles that can clarity 3

Page 141:  [S320] Useful to check what is a voting system component. This is a good rule. quality 1

Page 141:  [S321] What is the vote tally software? This should be deleted or better defined. Note that the certification caveat has been removed. clarity 1

Page 143:  [S322] Note the  use of “the election” several times in this section. no brainer 2

Page 143:  [S323] To avoid confusing use of the word “contest” clarity 2

Page 144:  [S324] Without lighting, the video is useless. quality 1



Page 144:  [S325] Election day seals has no meaning. clarity 1

Page 148:  [S326]

I would use the word “blank” ballots here instead of “unvoted” that is not defined. Sorry to say, all this chain of custody control of 

the blank ballots at polling locations is absurd when compared to the total lack of control over the ballots sent by mai clarity 1

Page 149:  [S327] What happened to concern for security of electronic pollbook and devices that access SCORE? question 1

Page 154:  [S328] Voters are not anonymous. clarity 1

Page 154:  [S329] County? clarity 2

Page 154:  [S330] Ditto clarity 2

Page 155:  [S331] Ditto… Should we define “county” as “county clerk”? clarity 2

Page 155:  [S332] Ditto clarity 2

Page 155:  [S333] Ditto clarity 2

Page 155:  [S334] Ditto clarity 2

Page 155:  [S335] Ditto clarity 2

Page 155:  [S336] Ditto clarity 2

Page 155:  [S337] Ditto clarity 2

Page 155:  [S338] Describe what It is clarity 2

Page 155:  [S339] Ditto clarity 2

Page 155:  [S340] Not just in the county clarity 2

Page 155:  [S341] County? clarity 2

Page 155:  [S342] “tally software” is not defined.. clarity 2

Page 155:  [S343] County again. clarity 2

Page 156:  [S344] Very weak use of terminology for key actors considering this is the security section of the rules. clarity 2

Page 156:  [S345] One more. clarity 2

Page 156:  [S346] Not just races. clarity 2

Page 156:  [S347] Not just results but a report of process. follow the law 1

Page 156:  [S348] To be clear, it is not just a random selection but an actual audit of other devices. clarity 1

Page 157:  [S349] County? clarity 2

Page 159:  [S350] Is this a defined single piece of equipment? Hard to believe. question 1

Page 159:  [S351] This seems insufficient for security and problematic. quality 1

Page 160:  [S352] Trying to clearly describe a cast vote record and not a photographic image. clarity 3

Page 160:  [S353] Either source is possible. clarity 3

Page 160:  [S354] New and different definition for a scanned photographic image of a ballot. clarity 3

Page 160:  [S355]

This is a rewrite of the definition of a BMD.  For HAVA compliance both steps are required.  Voter verification happens when the 

paper ballot is read and verified, notwhen the content on the screen is verified. This is of crucial importance and the origin clarity 3

Page 160:  [S356] Not necessary. clarity 3

Page 160:  [S357] Ditto clarity 3

Page 160:  [S358] Clarification clarity 3

Page 161:  [S359] This definition needed improvement but I left the structure the same. clarity 3

Page 162:  [S360] This is how we achieve accountability for SOS actions. Under the circumstances. quality 3

Page 173:  [S361]

Description improved… too much concentration on touch screen that isn’t a particularly beneficial technology for the disability 

community. clarity 3

Page 173:  [S362]

Confidentiality of the choices is not desirable as this prevents tabulation and auditing.  The problem is in the use of  the 

possessive form voters’-this implies a violation of the CO constitution.  The choices must not be identifiable, not to election of quality 3

Page 173:  [S363] The locks are to prevent stealing or ballot stuffing, not to hide violations of constitutional anonymity. clarity 3



Page 173:  [S364]

Restated in a manner to clarify what the problem and solution are. This rule is violated by the VVPAT order that can be used to 

reveal identity in relation to voter intent.This is one primary reason why the DRE is not preferred and the ballot marking devi clarity 3

Page 174:  [S365] Are we kidding here? What does this intend to say? It actually says nothing. question 3

Page 176:  [S366] Tense of “ballot” wrong and contests more correct than races. clarity 2

Page 176:  [S367] Ditto clarity 2

Page 178:  [S368] Rule 45 seems to be drastically eviscerated in this rule proposal. What about this terribly vague but crucial requirement? question 3

Page 182:  [S369] Among many other event that need to be logged. quality 3

Page 184:  [S370] ??? really? question 3

Page 184:  [S371] Ditto. Shocking. question 3

Page 189:  [S372]

Here I see ballot image and cast vote record as presumably different things. But this is contrary to the definition. What 

constitutes authentication and validation? Shouldn’t this rule be specifying what those mean? clarity 3

Page 191:  [S373] Is this allowed? question 3

Page 194:  [S374] This barcode and its potential use are problematic. If it is to help know what the voter verified, it will not suffice. quality 3

Page 194:  [S375] If I recall correctly CO does not allow provisional ballots on DRE. And this paragraph looks like a potential privacy problem. follow the law 1

Page 208:  [S376]

Former rule 45 has been utterly gutted to remove practices intended to maintain integrity. With voting systems going more 

electronic, more centralized, more technical and less exposed to the public, how can this reduction in oversight possibly be 

seen to question 3

Page 209:  [S377] Clerks ok sources, public not? Election judges,canvas boards not? official v. citizen 1

no brainer 40

questions 23

quality 99

clarity 154

follow the law 27

official v. citizen 25

1303 9


